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0 Introduction
What if this world is not the only one? The Basic Interdi-
mensional Roleplaying Game (BIRG for short) is a generic
set of rules, for telling stories that bridge worlds; whether
the protagonists are fish out of water or seasoned divers in
the dimension sea.

The core rules are split into two pieces:

• Rules of the Game — describes the mechanics of cre-
ating characters and rolling dice.

• Catalog — lists descriptors that can be used to build
characters.

Naysayers might say that these rules do not form not
a complete game. We invite them to call BIRG the Basic
Incomplete Roleplaying Game instead.

◑Wherever this icon appears, it indicates that parts of
the game have been left intentionally incomplete, for

wonderful readers like yourself to fill in when in making
the game your own.

Our reason for writing you an incomplete roleplaying
game was to not constrain you with respect to genre or
setting; BIRG is meant to serve from lo-tech to spec-fic
and characters from the salt of the earth to the stuff of heroic
legend.
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BIRGwas written byWill Zev Prahl, who would par-
ticularly like to thank Kristen Dabney, Mordechai Martin,
Taylor Smith, Eleanor Tursman, Corey Shapiro-deBock
for play-testing earlier drafts of the game.

All game text is under a Creative Commons 4.0 Attri-
bution Share-Alike license. For more information visit:

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/

Should you write your own content for BIRG, we in-
vite (but by no means require) you to call your own work
‘powered by BIRG’ or ‘compatible with BIRG.’

This document was typeset using the Cardo (by David
Perry) and GNU FreeFont typefaces.



1 Descriptors
A catalog of descriptors is listed below, in alphabetical or-
der.

Some descriptors have multiple variants. For example,
a character could be either day-sighted or night-sighted.
Multiple variants are alphabetized together, under their com-
mon element.

If a descriptor has multiple variants and a point value
listed, one character may not have multiple variants. How-
ever, if a descriptor has ‘∗’ instead of a number of points,
a character may have multiple variants; the point value of
the descriptor depends on the number of variants possessed:
one variant is one point, 2–3 is two points, 4–6 is three
points and more than that is 4 points. Raise each raised
ability a number of times equal to the point value of the
descriptor.

Accountant 1 → C
Requires abilities: decoding. Raises: reckoning.
You can (with a [C/reckoning] move) keep accurate ac-
counts or review someone else’s records.

Acrobat 2 → F
Requires descriptors: biped. Raises: motion.
You are very agile and coordinated. Add ■ to any rolls
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involving balance, falling, leaping or landing.

Ace 2 → C
Requires abilities: vehicles. Raises: initiative, vehicles.
You know the rhythmof action from the driver’s seat. When
you’re driving a vehicle, you add ■ to your toss-ups.

Actor 2 → S
Requires abilities: decoding, expression. Raises: expression,
performance.
You can (with a [S/performance] move) assume a different
persona for a performance.

Advisor 2 → S
Requires abilities: decoding, expression. Raises: charisma.
You know how to offer spiritual or emotional support.

Amphibious 1 → F
Requires descriptors: breather. Raises: water.
Although you can breathe air, you also possess gills for
respiring in thewater. You can breathe underwater. When
in the air, you lose moisture in low heat as though it were
high heat. However, you may not have the terrestrial de-
scriptor.

Animal-driver 1 → C
Requires descriptors: husband. Raises: vehicles.
You can (with a [C/vehicles] move) drive carts or ploughs
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drawn by beasts of burden.

Appraiser 1 → C
Requires descriptors: shrewd. Raises: reckoning.
You can give accurate evaluations of goods. Add ■ to any
rolls to evaluate or identify goods.

Aquatic ∗ → F
Raises: resistance, water.
Your defenses and senses are adapted to living underwater.
There are several versions of this descriptor, depending on
the temperature rangewhere you are themost comfortable:

• Abyssal-aquatic: You are comfortable in sunless deep
waters, in the range of 33–40 degrees.

• Cold-aquatic: You are comfortable in sunlit surface
waters, in the range of 35–50 degrees.

• Warm-aquatic: You are comfortable in sunlit surface
waters, in the range of 45–60 degrees.

In water 0–5 degrees outside your comfortable tem-
perature range, add □ to all physical rolls involving ex-
ertion. More than 5 degrees outside your comfort range,
the Gamemaster may require you to make a [F/resistance]
mettle in order to take action normally.

Archer 1 → C
Requires descriptors: two-handed. Requires abilities:
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orientation. Raises: aim.
You can (with a [C/aim] move) hit a target with an arrow.

Architect 1 → C
Requires abilities: orientation, reckoning. Raises: statics.
You can (with a [C/statics] move) design a sound structure.

Arid 1 → F
Requires descriptors: terrestrial. Raises: resistance.
You are suited to environments with little moisture. You
need only two-thirds you mass, in quarts of water, per day.
You do not lose extra moisture in low heat, and treat high
heat like low heat.

Artist 2 → C
Requires abilities: artifice, fiddling. Raises: artifice,
charisma.
You can (with a [C/charisma] move) create art objects that
stir the emotions.

Biped 2 → F
Raises: force, mass, motion.
You have two legs and can stand, walk and run on them.
Yourwalking speed is between your height and your height
+ 3, in miles per hour. Your maximum running speed is
about your might rating times one plus your height, in
miles per hour.
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Blade-thrower 2 → F
Requires descriptors: handed. Requires abilities: orientation.
Raises: aim.
You can (with a [F/aim] move) hit a target with a thrown
blade.

Boater 1 → C
Requires abilities: orientation, strength. Raises: water.
You can (with a [C/water] move) propel a small boat over
the water.

Bomber 1 → C
Requires abilities: fiddling, motion, orientation. Raises:
configuration.
You can (with a [C/configuration] move) set an explosive
device.

Boxer 1 → F
Requires abilities: force, motion, orientation. Raises: force.
You can (with a [F/force] move) hurt someone with your
bare fists or other limbs.

Breather 2 → F
Raises: vitality.
You breathe air, rather than water. You may not have the
gilled descriptor. You need constant good air to live. If
you are cut off from breathable air, you will fall uncon-
scious within minutes and die shortly after. You can main-
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tain consciousness in bad air for longer, but enter depriva-
tion after a number of hours equal to one plus your mass,
divided by two (do not round).

If you are well-fed and well-rested for a number of days
equal to your mass, you may make a [F/vitality] mettle to
recover from a spiritual ailment (curse, disease, poison and
so forth). To recover from a physical injury or wound, you
must rest for twice your mass, in days.

Brawler 2 → N
Requires descriptors: boxer. Raises: initiative.
You know the rhythm of chaotic, informal combat. In a
fight between a small number of lightly- or unarmed peo-
ple, you add ■ to your toss-ups.

Breaker 1 → F
Requires descriptors: handed. Requires abilities: motion,
orientation. Raises: force.
You are used to breaking rocks or hewing wood.

Burglar 2 → C
Requires abilities: fiddling, motion, strength.Raises: bypass.
You can (with a [C/bypass] move) break into a house or
other secure place.

Cavalier 2 → S
Requires descriptors: rider. Raises: initiative, seat.
You know the rhythm of mounted action. When you are
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mounted, add ■ to your toss-ups.

Charmer 2 → S
Requires abilities: decoding, expression. Raises: charisma.
You can (with a [S/charisma]move) endear yourself to oth-
ers.

Chemist 1 → C
Requires descriptors: chemistry-student. Raises: naturalism.
You can (with a [C/naturalism] move) refine or synthesize
useful chemicals.

Citizen 1 → N
Requires abilities: decoding, detection.
You are know (roughly) what to expect in a large city.
When you are in a familiar city, you may add■ to any roll
you make get around, find something or avoid mishaps.
In a situation where you recognize signs of urban dangers,
the Gamemaster may require you to make a [N/initiative]
mettle to keep your cool or act normally.

Clawed ∗ → F
Raises: force.
You have sharp claws at the ends of some of your limbs.
You can (with a [F/force]move) strike out with your claws.
You always count as armed. If you sink in your claws, you
may add ■ to any roll to keep your grip on something or
someone.
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The point value of this descriptor is equal to half your
number of claws limbs (rounded up).

Cleaner 1 → C
Requires descriptors: sighted. Requires abilities: fiddling,
force, motion. Raises: care.
You know how to keep a living space livable.

Climber 2 → F
Requires abilities: strength. Raises: motion.
You (with a [F/motion] move) can climb a steep slope.

Computer 2 → C
Requires abilities: decoding. Raises: reckoning.
You can (with a [C/reckoning] move) perform difficult
calculations.

Cook 1 → C
Requires descriptors: smeller. Requires abilities: fiddling.
Raises: care.
You can prepare or preserve food. In particular you can
(with a [C/care] move) stretch out a supplies into half again
as many meals as it would otherwise provide

Copper 2 → S
Requires descriptors: grappler.Requires abilities: arms.Raises:
initiative.
You have often seized or broken up masses of disorderly
people. When you are chasing or fighting lightly- or un-
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armed people with allies, add ■ to your toss-ups.

Crack-shot 2 → C
Requires abilities: aim. Raises: aim.
You are an excellent shot. If you call a shot before you
make it, you can (with a [C/aim] move) hit a particular part
of a target. When you are able to take aim before shooting
and you roll at least one hit, you may count an extra hit.

Crutch-user 1 → F
Requires descriptors: handed. Requires abilities: strength.
Raises: motion.
You can stand and walk with the aid of a cane or crutch.
If you have a cane or crutch, your walking speed is about
your height plus one, in miles per hour. Although youmay
be able to dash a short distance, you cannot run.

Cryptographer 1 → C
Requires abilities: decoding, reckoning. Raises: reckoning.
You can (with a [C/reckoning] move) create and break so-
phisticated codes.

Dancer 1 → C
Requires abilities: motion. Raises: charisma, motion.
You can (with a [C/charisma] move) enchant or stir the
passions of others by moving your body.

Debugger 1 → C
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Requires descriptors: operator. Raises: configuration.
You can (with a [C/configuration] move) diagnose and fix
the misbehavior of information machinery.

Diver 1 → F
Requires descriptors: swimmer. Raises: strength, water.
You can (with a [F/water] move) dive and swim deep be-
neath the water.

Druggist 2 → C
Requires abilities: fiddling, flora. Raises: naturalism.
You can (with a [C/naturalism]move) prepare usefulmedicines.

Drummer 1 → C
Requires descriptors: handed. Raises: performance.
You can (with a [C/performance] move) make percussive
music.

Duelist 1 → N
Requires abilities: arms, motion. Raises: arms.
You know the rhythm of single combats. When facing a
single opponent, add ■ to your toss-ups.

Electrician 2 → C
Requires descriptors: electrics-student. Requires abilities:
fiddling. Raises: configuration.
You can (with a [C/configuration] move) wire up or repair
an electrical or electronic system.
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Empty-hand 2 → F
Requires descriptors: boxer, grappler. Raises: arms.
You’ve learned to be as dangerous unarmed as armed. You
always count as armed.

Endotherm 1 → F
Requires descriptors: breather. Raises: vitality.
You are a warm-blooded being with a high metabolism.
This allows you to maintain activity in climates that are
colder than you would prefer. If you are clothed, you
do not start to suffer from the cold until 35 degrees be-
low your minimum comfortable temperature. The Game-
master can’t call for a mettle until it’s more than 50 degrees
below your range of comfort.

However, in cold weather you must eat an additional
meal every day to maintain normal activity.

Insulated 1 → F
Requires descriptors: ectortherm. Raises: vitality.
You have a coat of fur or feathers to keep you warm. You
are always considered clothed. However, you add ◇ to
rolls for exertion in hot weather, instead of □, and the
Gamemaster may call for a mettle if it is only

Engineer 1 → C
Requires abilities: orientation, reckoning.Raises: dynamics.
You can (with a [C/dynamics] move) design a mechanical
device or machine.
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Farmer 1 → C
Requires abilities: fiddling, force, motion, strength. Raises:
care, flora.
You can (with a [C/care] move) raise crops from the Earth.

Fighter ∗ → F
Requires descriptors: handed. Requires abilities: motion,
orientation. Raises: arms.
You can (with a [F/force] move) hurt someone with a hand
weapon. There are different variants of this descriptor de-
pending on the type of weapon involved:

• Axe-fighter: axes, cudgels, maces or similar impact
weapons.

• Knife-fighter: daggers, knives and similar short blades.
• Pole-fighter: lances, pikes, spears, staves or other pole-
arms.

• Sword-fighter: sabres, swords and similar long, thin
blades.

Fisher 1 → C
Requires abilities: water. Raises: fauna.
You can (with a [C/fauna] move) extract fish from lakes,
rivers or the sea.

Forester 2 → C
Requires descriptors: tangle-wary. Requires abilities: force,
motion, orientation. Raises: motion.
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You can (with a [C/motion] move) move quickly through
and navigate deep woods.

Framer 1 → F
Requires descriptors: wood-wright. Requires abilities: force,
strength. Raises: statics.
You can (with a [F/statics] move) build a sound structure
out of wood.

Gardener 1 → C
Requires abilities: fiddling. Raises: care, flora.
You can (with a [C/care] move) cultivate decorative or
vegetable plants in small plots.

Gatherer 1 → C
Requires descriptors: wary. Requires abilities: detection,
motion. Raises: flora.
You can (with a [C/flora] move) find or identify useful
plants in an environment you know

Geologist 1 → C
Requires descriptors: geology-student. Raises: naturalism.
You can (with a [C/naturalism] move) identify useful min-
erals.

Gilled 1 → F
Raises: vitality.
You draw vital elements from thewater. Youmay not have
the breather descriptor. You need to be immersed inwater
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to live. Out of water, youwill fall unconscious withinmin-
utes and die shortly after. You can maintain consciousness
in foul or depleted waters for longer, but enter deprivation
after a number of hours equal to one plus your mass.

If you are well-fed and well-rested for a number of days
equal to twice your mass, you may make a [F/vitality] met-
tle to recover from a spiritual ailment (curse, disease, poison
and so forth). To recover from a physical injury or wound
you must rest three times your mass, in days.

Grappler 2 → F
Requires abilities: motion, strength. Raises: strength.
You can (with a [F/strength] move) subdue, throw or pin
an opponent in wrestling.

Grenadier 1 → C
Requires abilities: fiddling, force, orientation. Raises: aim.
You can (with a [C/aim] move) throw a grenade (some-
what) safely and accurately.

Gunfighter 2 → N
Requires descriptors: shooter.Requires abilities: aim, motion.
Raises: initiative.
You know the rhythm of gunfights and shootouts. In a
small shootout, you may add ■ to your toss-ups.

Gunner 1 → C
Requires abilities: fiddling, sight. Raises: aim.
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You can (with a [C/aim] move) hit targets with an artillery
piece, bombsight or large gun.

Hack ∗ → C
Requires abilities: configuration, fiddling. Raises: bypass.
You can make a complex system do something it’s not re-
ally meant to do. There are multiple variants of this de-
scriptor, depending on the kind of systems you know how
to hack:

• Info-hack: you can (with a [C/bypass] move) break
into systems of information machines to access or
modify their data.

• Electro-hack: you can (with a [C/bypass] move) re-
wire or upgrade electrical/electronic devices.

• Mechanical-hack: you can (with a [C/bypass] move)
re-purpose or upgrade mechanical devices in unex-
pected ways.

• Pharma-hack: you can (with a [C/bypass] move) for-
mulate drugs that modify or enhance one’s ordinary
capabilities.

• Surgico-hack: you can (with a [C/bypass]move) per-
form surgery that changes the function or shape of a
limb or organ.

Hale 2 → F
Requires abilities: resistance, vitality. Raises: vitality.
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You recover from illness and injury quickly. If you fail
a recovery test, you may make another one the next day,
rather than waiting the whole recovery period again.

Handed ∗ → C
Raises: fiddling, strength.
You have arms and hands, which can be used for bearing
heavy loads, fine manipulation and supporting your own
weight. If the requirement for a descriptor specifies a num-
ber of hands, any character with at least that many hands
meets the requirement.

The point value of this descriptor is half the number of
hands (rounded up) you have.

Handler 2 → C
Requires abilities: decoding, expression. Raises: reckoning.
You can (with a [C/reckoning] move) buy and sell goods
in a profitable manner.

Harrier 2 → C
Requires abilities: aim, vehicles. Raises: initiative.
You can fire missiles from a fast-moving vehicle. When
you are in a vehicle, you may add ■ to your toss-ups.
When shooting from a vehicle, if you roll at least one hit
you may count an additional hit.

Hearing 1 → N
Raises: detection.
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You can hear. Loud noises can overwhelm or deafen you.
You can (with a [N/detection] move) identify the rough
location of something moving near you by sound alone.

Holdout 1 → C
Requires abilities: detection fiddling. Raises: bypass.
You can (with a [C/bypass] move) secret items either on
your person or in a place to be searched.

Hunter 1 → C
Requires descriptors: wary. Requires abilities: aim, motion.
Raises: aim, fauna.
You can (with a [C/fauna] move) bring down game with
a missile in an environment you know.

Husband 1 → C
Requires abilities: detection. Raises: care.
You know how to tend flocks of domesticated animals.

Lasher 2 → C
Requires abilities: fiddling, force, motion, orientation.Raises:
aim, arms.
You can use a lasso or whip accurately. You can either
(with a [C/arms] move) injure someone with a blow from
your whip or (with a [C/aim]move) catch hold of someone
or something with the end of your lasso or whip.

Leader 2 → S
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Requires abilities: decoding, expression. Raises: charisma.
You can organize others to accomplishing something. You
can (with a [S/charisma] move) keep a team coordinated
when an unexpected crisis comes up.

Legalist 2 → S
Requires descriptors: law-student. Requires abilities:
expression. Raises: decoding, expression.
You can (with a [S/expression] move) argue a legal case or
(with a [S/decoding] move) follow a difficult legal argu-
ment.

Light 1 → C

You are especially light for your size. No matter how far
you fall (if there is an atmosphere), never add more than
your mass in pale dice to the saving throw.

Lip-reader ∗ → S
Requires descriptors: sighted. Raises: decoding.
You can (with a [S/decoding] move) understand speech by
watching the speaker closely. If you have the listener de-
scriptor, you can lip-read any language that you can under-
stand spoken. If you do not, every language is considered a
different variant of this descriptor. For these purposes, mu-
tually intelligible languages should be considered a single
language.
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Listener ∗ → S
Requires descriptors: hearing. Raises: decoding.
You can understand speech that you can hear. There are
different variants of this descriptor for different languages;
each language is a different variant. For these purposes,
mutually intelligible languages should be considered a sin-
gle language.

Load-bearer 1 → F
Requires abilities: motion, orientation, strength. Raises:
strength.
You are used to bearing heavy loads.

Machinist 1 → C
Requires abilities: fiddling. Raises: artifice.
You can (with a [C/artifice] move) operate heavy machin-
ery.

Martial-artist 2 → C
Requires abilities: arms. Raises: arms.
You have made a careful study of how to hurt people in
close combat. If you are armed, you can react with a [C/arms]
mettle to parry the attack. You can also try to (with a
[C/arms] move) beat or trap an opponent’s weapon.

Mason 1 → F
Requires descriptors: stone-wright. Requires abilities: force,
strength. Raises: statics.
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You can (with a [F/statics] move) build a sound structure
out of brick or stone.

Mechanic 2 → C
Requires abilities: detection, fiddling. Raises: dynamics.
You can (with a [C/dynamics] move) repair and construct
mechanisms with many moving parts.

Midwife 2 → C
Requires descriptors: nurse, pregnancy-student.Raises: care.
You can (with a [C/care] move) treat complaints and dis-
orders of fertility, pregnancy, infants and the elderly. Your
success or failure on this move is treated as the patient’s
success or failure on a recovery roll.

Motorist 1 → C
Requires abilities: fiddling, sight. Raises: vehicles.
You can (with a [C/vehicles] move) drive an automobile.

Mounted-archer 1 → C
Requires descriptors: C. Requires abilities: rider. Raises: aim.
seat You are used to firingmissiles from the back of amount.
When shooting from the back of amount, if you roll at least
one hit you may count an additional hit..

Mounted-fighter 1 → C
Requires descriptors: C.Requires abilities: rider.Raises: arms.
seat You are used to fighting with hand weapons while
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mounted. When fightingwith hand-weaponswhilemounted,
if you roll at least one hit you may count an additional hit..

Multiped 3 → F
Raises: mass, motion, strength.
You have three or more legs, and can stand, walk and run
on them. Compared to a biped, you are difficult to unbal-
ance and able to brace yourself better. Your walking speed
is between your height + 2 and your height + 4 (in miles
per hour). Your maximum running speed is about one plus
your might rating, times one plus your height (in miles per
hour).

Naturalist 2 → C
Requires descriptors: wildlife-student. Requires abilities:
flora, fauna. Raises: naturalism.
You have carefully studied wildlife. You may substitute
the naturalism ability for either the flora or fauna ability
on any roll that you wish. You can (with a [C/naturalism]
move) identify useful plants or identify and understand the
behavior of wild animals.

Nurse 1 → C
Requires abilities: decoding, detection, fiddling, motion.
Raises: care.
You can (with a [C/care] move) prevent complications in
the recovery of injured or ailing people.
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Operator 1 → C
Requires abilities: decoding, fiddling.Raises: configuration.
You can (with a [C/configuration] move) operate infor-
mation machinery.

Opportunist 2 → N
Requires descriptors: handed. Requires abilities: motion,
orientation. Raises: bypass.
You can (with a [N/bypass] move) fight with whatever is
at hand. If you attack someone unawares, you may add ■
to your roll.

Palped 1 → C
Raises: fiddling.
You have one or more feelers (usually near your mouth),
which can be used for fine manipulation but lack strength.

Partisan 2 → S
Requires descriptors: bomber, shooter. Requires abilities:
motion. Raises: initiative.
You have fought on the stateless side of an asymmetrical
war. You add■ to your toss-ups if you have the benefit of
cover or concealment from your foes.

Performer 2 → S
Requires abilities: performance. Raises: charisma.
You can (with a [S/charisma] move) inspire a particular
feeling in your audience.
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Phalanx 2 → S
Requires descriptors: shield-bearer. Requires abilities: arms,
motion. Raises: initiative.
You have fought shield-to-shield with allies. You add■ to
your toss-ups if you are bearing a shield and within arm’s
reach of an ally with a shield.

Phantom 2 → N
Requires descriptors: citizen. Requires abilities: motion.
Raises: motion, initiative.
You can (with a [N/motion] move) lose pursuers or hide
in a crowd.

Physician 2 → C
Requires descriptors: medicine-student. Requires abilities:
naturalism. Raises: configuration.
You are a medical expert; you can take over a patient’s
recovery and (with a [C/configuration] move) heal using
your knowledge of the sciences. Your success or failure on
this move is treated as the patient’s success or failure on a
recovery roll.

Pilot ∗ → C
Requires descriptors: sighted. Requires abilities: fiddling.
Raises: vehicles.
You can steer air- or water-craft. There are different vari-
ants of this ability, depending on the kind of vehicle you
know how to drive:
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• Jet-pilot: you can (with a [C/vehicles] move) pilot
jet- or rocket-propelled vehicles.

• Ship-pilot: you can (with a [C/vehicles] move) steer
vehicles that float in the air or water.

• Wing-pilot: you can (with a [C/vehicles] move) pi-
lot heavier-than-air winged flying machines.

Player ∗ → C
Requires descriptors: hearing. Requires abilities: fiddling.
Raises: performance.
You can (with a [C/performance] move) play pleasant in-
strumental music. There are different variants of this de-
scriptor depending on the type of instrument involved:

• Key-player: keyed instruments.
• Horn-player: brass or literal horn instruments.
• Pipe-player: reed or wind instruments.
• String-player: string instruments of all varieties.

Plumber 1 → C
Requires abilities: fiddling. Raises: configuration.
You can (with a [C/configuration]move) connect or repair
water and sewer systems.

Poet 1 → S
Requires descriptors: poetry-student. Requires abilities:
expression. Raises: expression, performance.
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You can (with a [S/expression] move) compose beautiful
verses.

Polyframer 1 → F
Requires descriptors: plastic-wright. Requires abilities:
strength. Raises: statics.
You can (with a [F/statics] move) build a sound structure
out of fiberglass or similar plastics.

Programmer 2 → C
Requires descriptors: debugger. Raises: configuration.
You can (with a [C/configuration] move) program a so-
phisticated machinery to automate a task.

Reader ∗ → S
Requires descriptors: sighted. Raises: decoding.
You can read writing you can see. There are different vari-
ants of this descriptor for different scripts; each script is a
different variant, allowing you to comprehend written text
of any language that you understand in that script. You
may also take a variant of this descriptor for a language
that you only comprehend in writing; treat each such lan-
guage as a separate variant of this descriptor, even if they
are written in the same script.

Rider 2 → C
Requires descriptors: husband. Raises: seat.
You can (with a [C/seat] move) ride on the back of a large
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animal, controlling its movements.

Rough 2 → F
Requires abilities: resistance, vitality. Raises: resistance.
You are especially hardy and resistant to ills. Add ■ to any
roll that you make to resist falling ill due to a curse, disease,
miasma, omen or poison.

Runner 1 → F
Requires descriptors: biped. Raises: motion.
You are in good shape for sustained running. Add ■ to
any roll you make involving running.

Sailor 2 → C
Requires abilities: motion, orientation, strength. Raises:
dynamics, water.
You can (with a [C/dynamics] move) rig a sailing vessel
and assist in its operation.

Scholar 1 → S
Requires descriptors: student. Requires abilities: expression.
Raises: expression.
You can (with a [S/expression] move) compose persuasive
or scientific texts.

Scribe ∗ → F
Requires descriptors: reader. Requires abilities: fiddling.
Raises: artifice, fiddling.
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You can capture words in writing. There are different
variants of this descriptor for different scripts; each script
is a different variant. You must be a reader for each script
that you are able to write.

Sharp 2 → N
Requires abilities: detection. Raises: detection.
You notice more than your average person. Add ■ to any
roll you make to notice something.

Shield-bearer 1 → F
Requires descriptors: handed. Raises: strength.
You can defend yourself and others with a shield. When
you or someone within arm’s reach of you is attacked and
you have a shield in hand, you can react with a [F/strength]
to try to block the attack.

Shipwright 2 → C
Requires abilities: manufacture, statics. Raises: statics.
You can (with a [C/statics] move) construct and repair air-
or watercraft.

Shooter 1 → C
Requires abilities: fiddling, orienting. Raises: aim.
You can (with a [C/aim] move) hit a target with a cross-
bow or firearm.

Shrewd 1 → C
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Requires abilities: detection. Raises: detection.
You can (with a [C/detection] move) recognize valuable
articles.

Skirmisher 2 → S
Requires abilities: aim, arms, motion, orientation. Raises:
initiative.
You are accustomed to fighting in a battle with handweapons.
If you are armed and know that you have at least two allies
within a few paces of you, you add ■ to your toss-ups.

Sighted 1 → N
Raises: detection, orientation.
There are two variants of this descriptor:

• Day-sighted: you can see in direct sunlight, although
very bright lights can still dazzle or blind you. Your
vision in low light not very good.

• Night-sighted: you can see in very low light condi-
tions, but direct sunlight or spot lights can dazzle or
blind you.

If you are both day-sighted and night-sighted, you com-
bine the advantages of both and not the liabilities.

Sign-reader ∗ → S
Requires descriptors: sighted. Raises: decoding.
You can understand the signs of a sign language when you
see them. There are different variants of this descriptor for
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different sign languages; each sign language is a different
variant. For these purposes, mutually intelligible languages
should be considered a single language.

Signer ∗ → C
Requires descriptors: sign-reader. Requires abilities: fiddling.
Raises: expression.
You can express yourself by signing. There are different
variants of this descriptor for different sign languages; each
sign language is a different variant. You must have the
sign-reader descriptor for each sign language that you are
proficient with.

Smeller 1 → N
Raises: detection.
You can identify things by their smell.

Sneak 2 → C
Requires abilities: detection, motion. Raises: motion.
You can (with a [C/motion] move) avoid being noticed by
watchful people or animals.

Speaker 2 → C
Requires abilities: decoding. Raises: expression.
You can express yourself in spoken language. There are
different variants of this descriptor for different languages;
each language is a different variant. Youmust have a decoding-
raising descriptor for each language that you are able to
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speak.

Solid 2 → F
Requires abilities: mass. Raises: force, mass.
You are thickly and powerfully built. You add ■ to any
roll youmake to crash through, tackle or otherwise thrown
your weight against something.

Storyteller 2 → S
Requires descriptors: literature-student. Requires abilities:
expression. Raises: expression, performance.
You can (with a [S/expression] move) compose compelling
stories.

Student ∗ → S
Requires abilities: decoding. Raises: decoding.
You have thoroughly studied a body of law, literature or
science. There aremany different variants of this descriptor
for different bodies of knowledge; we will not attempt to
list all the possibilities here. The Gamemaster may declare
that a certain variant does or does not satisfy a different
requirement, at their own discretion.

Swift 3 → F
Requires abilities: motion. Raises: motion.
You can move especially quickly. Add ■ to any roll test-
ing your physical speed. Add one to your height for the
purpose of calculating your speed.
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Swimmer 2 → F
Requires abilities: motion, strength.Raises: strength, water.
You can (with a [F/water] move) propel yourself through
water. Your average swimming speed is about one plus
your height, in miles per hour. Over a short sprint, you
can maybe add 1 or 2 miles per hour to that speed.

Tall 1 → F
Requires descriptors: biped. Raises: force, height, mass.
You stand tall.

Teacher 2 → S
Requires descriptors: student. Requires abilities: expression.
Raises: charisma.
You can (with a [S/charisma] move) teach knowledge that
you have to others.

Tentacled 2 → F
Raises: fiddling, strength.
You have powerful, flexible tentacles; a tentacle is superior
to a rigid arm for certain fine manipulations and for main-
taining a grip, but but cannot be used for striking. If the
requirement for a descriptor specifies a number of tenta-
cles, any character with at least that many tentacles meets
the requirement.

Terrestrial 1 → F
Requires descriptors: breather. Raises: resistance.
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You are adapted to a particular terrestrial climate. There are
several versions of this descriptor, depending on the tem-
perature range where you are the most comfortable:

• Arctic-terrestrial: Your comfortable range is about
10–35 degrees.

• Subarctic-terrestrial: Your comfortable range is about
25–50 degrees.

• Temperate-terrestrial: Your comfortable range is about
40–65 degrees.

• Subtropical-terrestrial: Your comfortable range is about
55–80 degrees.

• Tropical-terrestrial: Your comfortable range is about
70–95 degrees.

You need your mass, in quarts of water, every day. In
light heat (up to 20 degrees above your comfortable max-
imum), you need an additional quart of water every day.
In heavy heat (up to 40 degrees above), you need double
your mass, in quarts of water every day.

If you are getting less than the amount of water you
need, you enter deprivation after a number of days equal
one plus your mass.

If you are 0–20 degrees outside your comfortable tem-
perature range, add □ to all physical rolls involving expo-
sure to the elements. More than 20 degrees outside your
comfort range, the Gamemaster may require you to make
a [F/resistance] mettle in order to take action normally.
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Tracker 2 → C
Requires descriptors: wary. Requires abilities: detection,
motion. Raises: fauna, detection.
You can (with a [C/detection] move) track people or other
animals through thewilderness in an environment you know.

Trapper 2 → C
Requires descriptors: wary. Requires abilities: detection,
fiddling. Raises: fauna, dynamics.
You can (with a [C/dynamics] move) catch game animals
in lethal or non-lethal traps in an environment you know.

Trooper 2 → S
Requires descriptors: grenadier, shooter. Requires abilities:
motion. Raises: initiative.
You are accustomed to fighting in an army or militarized
police force of a state. You add ■ to your toss-ups if you
are in communication with armed allies.

Typist 2 → C
Requires descriptors: reader. Requires abilities: fiddling.
Raises: expression, fiddling.
You can (with a [C/fiddling] move) quickly produce type-
scripts. There are different variants of this descriptor for
different scripts; each script is a different variant. You must
be a reader for each script that you are able to write.

Veterinarian 2 → C
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Requires abilities: fauna. Raises: care.
You can (with a [C/care] move) care for injured or ailing
domesticated animals. Your success or failure on this move
is treated as the patient’s success or failure on a recovery roll.

Vocalist 1 → C
Requires descriptors: hearing. Raises: performance.
You can (with a [C/performance] move) make lovely mu-
sic with your voice alone.

Wary 2 → N
Requires abilities: detection.
You know what to expect in certain environments. There
are multiple variants of this ability, depending on the sort
of environment:

• Cave-wary: underground or other twisting, narrow
passages.

• Desert-wary: arid and semi-arid climates.
• Expanse-wary: wide open plains and steppes.
• Ice-wary: high mountains, taiga and tundra.
• Incline-wary: steepmountain- and cliff-sides, ravines
and valleys.

• Shore-wary: the banks of rivers, lakes and seas.
• Tangle-wary: dense jungles or woods.

When you are in a familiar environment, you may add
■ to any roll youmake to find, identify or notice thewildlife
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or natural dangers. In a situation where you recognize
signs of danger, the Gamemaster may require you to make
a [N/initiative] mettle to keep your cool or act normally.

Welder 2 → C
Requires descriptors: metal-wright. Requires abilities:
strength. Raises: statics.
You can (with a [C/statics] move) build a sound structure
out of iron or steel.

Wheelchair-user 2 → F
Requires abilities: strength. Raises: motion.
You can (with a [F/strength] move) propel yourself over
level surfaces in amanual wheelchair. In amanual wheelchair,
your speed depends on the weight of your chair and your
physical condition, is not likely to exceed 1 mile per hour,
or 2 for very short stretches.

Wise 2 → N
Requires abilities: detection. Raises: detection.
Your perception extends to things that other people have
difficulty detecting. You add■ to rolls to perceive or com-
municate with ghosts, gods, hidden folk, spirits, and similar
things.

Wright 2 → C
Requires abilities: fiddling. Raises: artifice.
You can (with a [C/artifice] move) make or repair deco-
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rative or useful things. There are multiple variants of this
ability, depending on what materials you work with:

• Clay-wright: throwing ceramics.
• Glass-wright: blowing, cutting a molding glass.
• Cloth-wright: sewing cloth.
• Fiber-wright: refining or spinning fibers, knitting or
weaving cloth.

• Hide-wright: tanning hides, preparing parchments
or shaping leather.

• Metal-wright: casting or working metals.
• Plastic-wright: casting or working plastics
• Stone-wright: knapping or shaping stone.
• Wood-wright: shaping or joining wood.


